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a b s t r a c t 

Context. Defects such as ambiguity and incompleteness are pervasive in software requirements, often due to the 
limited time that practitioners devote to writing good requirements. Objective. We study whether a synergy be- 
tween humans’ analytic capabilities and natural language processing is an effective approach for quickly identify- 
ing near-synonyms, a possible source of terminological ambiguity. Method. We propose a tool-supported approach 
that blends information visualization with two natural language processing techniques: conceptual model extrac- 
tion and semantic similarity. We evaluate the precision and recall of our approach compared to a pen-and-paper 
manual inspection session through a controlled quasi-experiment that involves 57 participants organized into 28 
groups, each group working on one real-world requirements data set. Results. The experimental results indicate 
that manual inspection delivers higher recall (statistically significant with p ≤ 0.01) and non-significantly higher 
precision. Based on qualitative observations, we analyze the quantitative results and suggest interpretations that 
explain the advantages and disadvantages of each approach. Conclusions. Our experiment confirms conventional 
wisdom in requirements engineering: identifying terminological ambiguities is time consuming, even when with 
tool support; and it is hard to determine whether a near-synonym may challenge the correct development of a 
software system. The results suggest that the most effective approach may be a combination of manual inspection 
with an improved version of our tool. 
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. Introduction 

The requirements engineering (RE) literature has extensively studied
he identification and resolution of natural language (NL) requirements
uch as ambiguity, vagueness, and inconsistency [1–3] . The existence of
umerous defects in requirements specifications is confirmed by empir-
cal studies [3,4] . Although no strong evidence exists about the actual
mpact on project success [5] , the field is active and there is an increas-
ng number of tools for identifying errors, defects, and bad smells [6,7] .

The identification of defects in NL requirements is not trivial. The
xisting automated tools make minimal reliance on human effort, but
heir performance is inhibited by the low maturity of NL processing
NLP) techniques. As pointed out by Cambria and White [8] , current NLP
echnology is mostly in the syntactic “bag-of-words ” curve, with some
ttempts to account for the semantics of the words ( “bag-of-concepts ”),
ut we are still far from the pragmatic curve in which the meaning can
e exactly pinpointed depending on the context and use of the text.
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urrent tools address this limitation by either focusing on simple tasks
r making trade-offs between precision and recall [2,9,10] . 

Manual approaches, on the other hand, rely on the cognitive skills
nd analytic abilities of humans. For example, requirements inspections
11] have been proposed as a systematic approach for identifying lin-
uistic defects by examining a specification against a set of heuristics. It
oes without saying that human inspectors are an expensive resource;
urthermore, the cognitive capabilities of humans do not scale well to
arge specifications and the effectiveness depends on the background of
he inspector [12] . 

We advocate the synergistic use of NLP and human analysis in the
ontext of user story requirements, a prominent notation in agile RE
13] . User stories employ a semi-structured template for expressing user
equirements [14] : “As a student, I want to receive my grades via e-
ail, so that I can quickly check them ”. Thanks to their structure, user

tories can be effectively analyzed by automated NLP-powered tools; for
xample, our Visual Narrator tool [15] is able to automatically extract
ys Ballot Laboratory, Princetonplein 5, Utrecht 3584CC, the Netherlands. 
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oncepts and relationships from user stories with high precision and
ecall. Unfortunately, the extracted models grow quickly and checking
uch models for defects is not much easier than analyzing the full text. 

In our previous work [16] , we have proposed an approach supported
y the REVV tool that modularizes the models extracted from user story
equirements by leveraging the notion of viewpoints [17] : the roles of
he user stories ( As a user …; As an administrator …). The visualiza-
ion of REVV is inspired by Venn diagrams. REVV supports the identifi-
ation of missing requirements and it highlights potential terminological
mbiguities through an NLP algorithm that detects near-synonyms (e.g.,
ar and vehicle ). 

ontribution. In this paper, we consolidate and extend our previous re-
earch [16] by conducting a controlled quasi-experiment with 57 par-
icipants. This quasi-experiment compares two approaches for tagging
erminological ambiguity: a revised version of our tool called REVV-
ight, and a pen-and-paper manual inspection of the user stories. The
articipants were organized into 28 groups, each group examining a
eal-world data set of more than 50 user stories. In addition to a quanti-
ative comparison in terms of precision and recall, we present qualitative
bservations on the experiment and on the identification of ambiguities
n RE. 

rganization. Section 2 presents the research background for this paper.
ection 3 introduces our algorithm for identifying near-synonyms in user
tory requirements. Section 4 describes our approach, supported by the
EVV-Light tool, that combines the algorithm with information visual-

zation. Section 5 defines the experiment in terms of scope, plan, and op-
ration. Section 6 reports on quantitative and qualitative experimental
esults. Section 7 interprets the results and discusses our main findings.
ection 8 contrasts our approach with related work, while Section 9 con-
ludes the paper and presents future directions. 

. Background: from viewpoints to terminological ambiguity 

Modern software systems are designed to accommodate the needs of
ultiple stakeholders, each of which has a somewhat different interest

stake) than those by the other stakeholders. For example, website ad-
inistrators care about the creation and structuring of content, readers

re mostly concerned with accessing existing content from a variety of
evices, and content creators require efficient authoring tools. A view-

oint is a description of one stakeholder’s perception of a system, and it
onsists of concepts and inter-relationships between them [18] . 

Viewpoints go hand in hand with inconsistencies and conflicts in
takeholders’ requirements. Recognizing and reconciling these issues are
ey tasks in RE [19] , and they amount to i. intra-viewpoint checks : as-
essing the consistency of the specification within one viewpoint, and
i. inter-viewpoint checks : verifying the consistency of the specification
mong different viewpoints [17] . 

Viewpoints may lead to ambiguity problems when the stakeholders
mploy different terminology and conceptual systems, i.e., ways of as-
igning meaning to a term [20] . Domain descriptions by different stake-
olders lead to four types of relationships that depend on i. their chosen
erminology: bank , car 1 ; and ii. the distinctions ( denotations ) in the do-
ain that the terms refer to: a financial institution, a ground alongside
 body of water, a road vehicle [20] : 

1. Consensus : same terminology, same distinction. Example: both ex-
perts use the term bank to refer to a financial institution. 

2. Correspondence : different terminology, same distinction. Example:
while one expert users the term car to refer to a road vehicle, an-
other one uses the term automobile . 
1 In this paper, we emphasize terms in sansserif . 

d  

e  

t  

4 
3. Conflict : same terminology, different distinction. Example: both ex-
perts use bank ; one refers to a financial institution, the other refers
to a ground. 

4. Contrast : different terminology, different distinction. Example: one
viewpoint examines road vehicles, the other focuses on financial in-
stitutions. 

A requirement is ambiguous when it has multiple valid interpreta-
ions [21] . We argue that when a collection of requirements contains
erms related by correspondence or conflict, there is a possible ambi-
uity in the employed terminology. Furthermore, the contrast relation
ay indicate missing requirements. Table 1 formalizes these concepts. 

llustration. Take the following user stories from the WebCompany data
et [22] . 

R 1 . As a visitor , I am able to view the media gallery , so that I can
see interesting photos about the event region . 

R 2 . As an administrator , I am able to edit existing media ele-

ments of a particular gallery , so that I can update the content .
R 3 . As a user , I am able to add content to the selected profile . 
R 4 . As a visitor , I am able to use the contact form , so that I can

contact the administrator . 

Consensus does not lead to any ambiguity. For example, the term
dministrator has the same denotation both in R 2 and R 4 and it refers
o the individual who is managing the website and its users. 

Ambiguity may occur with correspondence: distinct terms refer to the
ame denotation. The term media gallery in R 1 and the term gallery

n R 2 do likely refer to the same denotation: a web gallery in which
hotographs are displayed. The problem is that most synonyms are in
act near-synonyms ( plesionyms ), as they refer to similar yet not identical
enotations [23] , thereby leaving the reader left to wonder if there is
 difference between the two terms. This type of possible defect is the
ocus of this paper. 

Ambiguity may occur also in the conflict state: the same term is used
or different denotations. This phenomenon is called homonymy . In R 2 ,
he term content refers specifically to a media element, while in R 3 the
erm content may refer to either text, descriptions, images, videos or
udio fragments. We do not study homonymy as a possible source for
mbiguity here. 

The contrast state, instead, does not lead to ambiguity; on the other
and, it may indicate incompleteness, i.e., missing requirements. This
appens when one viewpoint refers to a concept that does not appear in
nother viewpoint. R 4 includes contact form that the visitor uses to get
n touch with the administrator. However, there is no other user story
n our small collection that specifies how the administrator can respond
o this action. We will briefly mention how our tool can be used for
ncompleteness in Section 4 ; some preliminary empirical results on its
ffectiveness can be found in our previous work [16] . 

. NLP-powered Identification of near-synonymy 

The ambiguity detection technique presented in this paper aims to
etect terminological ambiguity —a defect in the category of lexical am-
iguity [1] —between couples of terms for which it is unclear whether
hey represent the same denotation or distinct ones: this corresponds to
etecting near-synonyms , as explained in Table 1 . 

To such extent, we propose an NLP-powered algorithm that inte-
rates state-of-the-art semantic similarity techniques. This algorithm is
sed in Section 4 to set the background color of the terms in our re-
uirements visualization technique, which organizes the concepts and
elationships that are automatically extracted from a set of user stories.

Our NLP technique relies on algorithms that calculate the semantic

istance between two terms: a numerical representation of the differ-
nce in meaning between two terms [24] . Current state-of-the-art NLP
ools, such as Word2Vec, establish semantic similarity in the [0.0,1.0]
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Table 1 

Linking viewpoints’ terminological and denotational relations [20] with possible ambiguity and incompleteness. Notation: t 1 , t 2 are distinct 
terms, � 𝑡 � 𝑉 1 is the denotation of term t according to the viewpoint V 1 , and ⊥ indicates absence of a denotation. For simplicity, we assume 
that a denotation refers to a single entity. 

Relation [20] Possible defect Defect formalization Example 

Consensus – � 𝑡 1 � 
𝑉 1 = � 𝑡 1 � 𝑉 2 � bank � 𝑉 1 = financial institution � bank � 𝑉 2 = financial institution 

Correspondence Near-synonymy leading to ambiguity � 𝑡 1 � 
𝑉 1 = � 𝑡 2 � 𝑉 2 � car � 𝑉 1 = road vehicle � automobile � 𝑉 2 = road vehicle 

Conflict Homonymy leading to ambiguity � 𝑡 1 � 
𝑉 1 ≠ � 𝑡 1 � 

𝑉 2 � bank � 𝑉 1 = financial institution � bank � 𝑉 2 = land alongside river 
Contrast Incompleteness � 𝑡 1 � 

𝑉 1 ≠ ⊥ ∧ � 𝑡 1 � 
𝑉 2 = ⊥ � bank � 𝑉 1 = financial institution � bank � 𝑉 2 = ⊥
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ange via word statistics that compare the contexts in which a term is
sed [25] . The higher the similarity score, the higher the chance that
he two terms have the same denotation. 

emantic similarity via fingerprinting. Our approach invokes the Corti-
al.io tool that employs Semantic Folding Theory [26] . This tool em-
loys a sparse 128 ×128 matrix that is constructed as follows: 

1. Given a corpus of documents, each document is split into text snip-
pets. Each snippet is circa 1–3 sentences long and represents a single
topic; 

2. The similarity between two snippets is determined in terms of how
many similar words they include; 

3. Each snippet is associated with one cell of a 128 ×128 matrix such
that similar snippets are either in the same cell or in nearby cells. 

4. The semantic fingerprint for one word in the corpus consists of the
cells in the matrix in which the word appears frequently, given some
threshold. 

Cortical.io uses one of such matrices created from a large collection
f websites, which can be utilized to calculate semantic similarity as fol-
ows: 

• Between two words, based on how many cells their semantic finger-
prints share. Words like dog and cat will have many shared cells,
which refer to snippets that include words like fur , mammal , pet ,
etc. 

• Between two paragraphs. For each paragraph, a semantic fingerprint
is calculated by merging the fingerprints of each individual word,
and by removing the cells with low frequency. The similarity be-
tween the paragraphs is calculated based on how many cells their
fingerprints share. 

alculating the terminological ambiguity score. Algorithm 1 takes a set of

lgorithm 1 Computing the near-synonymy ambiguity score of term
airs. 
omputeAmbigScore (Set ⟨UserStory ⟩ userStories ) 
 Set ⟨Term ⟩ usTerms = VisualNarrator ( userStories ) 
 (Term,Term) termPairs = ( t1,t2 ). t1,t2 ∈ usTerms ∧𝑡 1 ≠ 𝑡 2 
 Set ⟨US ⟩ ctxs = ∅
 for each term ∈ usTerms 

 do ctxs . ADD ( userStories . findStoriesThatContain ( term )) 
 for each ( 𝑡 1 , 𝑡 2) ∈ 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑃 𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠 

 do 𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑡 1 ,𝑡 2 = semanticSiml ( 𝑡 1 , 𝑡 2) 
 int i = usTerms . indexOf (t1) 
 int j = usTerms . indexOf (t2) 
0 (Set ⟨US ⟩, Set ⟨US ⟩) pairCtx = ( ctxs [i]\ ctxs [j], ctxs [j]\ ctxs [i]) 
1 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑐 𝑡 1 ,𝑡 2 = semanticSiml ( 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 ) 
2 𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑔 𝑡 1 ,𝑡 2 = 

2 ⋅𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑡 1 ,𝑡 2 + 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑐 𝑡 1 ,𝑡 2 
3 

ser stories and generates an ambiguity score for all couples of terms
hat appear in the user stories. 

In line 1, the Visual Narrator tool [27] extracts atomic nouns (e.g.,
ar , dog ) and compound nouns (e.g., cable car , sledge dog ) from
he set userStories . In line 2, all combinations of term pairs are added
5 
o termPairs . In lines 3–5, the algorithm constructs the context of each
erm, i.e., the set of all user stories that contain that term. 

The loop of lines 6–12 computes the ambiguity score for each pair
f terms ( t 1, t 2). The semantic similarity of the two terms is computed
n line 7; in our implementation, we use the Cortical.io algorithm based
n semantic folding and fingerprints, but other algorithms are possible
s well. In lines 8–10, the algorithm builds the context of each term
air: all and only the user stories in which exactly one of the two terms
ccurs. We exclude the user stories in which both terms occur because
e assume that the analyst who writes a user story purposefully chooses

he employed terms, and therefore two distinct terms in the same story
re unlikely to be in a correspondence relation. 

In line 11, the similarity score for the contexts of each pair of terms
s computed using paragraph similarity. Finally, in line 12, the ambi-
uity score of two terms is computed as a linear combination of term
imilarity and context similarity. We currently assign a weight of 2 to
he former and a weight of 1 to the latter. As explained in our previous
ork [16] , these weights have been defined through a correlation study
ith human taggers and one data set. The weights resulted in a strong

nd significant positive correlation between the scores of the algorithm
nd by the participants, 𝑟 = 0 . 806 , 𝑝 = < 0 . 001 . 

llustration. Take the following set of user stories: {us1 = “As a student,
 want... ”, us2 = “As a student, I want to print my grades... ”, us3 = “As a
rofessor, I want... ”, us4 = “As a student, I want to check my grades and
ontact professors... ”, us5 = “As a professor, I want to upload grades... ”}.
n line 1, Visual Narrator is executed and it extracts the terms student ,
rofessor , and grade , while line 2 computes all pairs: ( student , pro-

essor ), ( student , grade ), and ( professor , grade ). 
Lines 3–5 construct the contexts for each term. For example, the con-

ext for student consists of all user stories in which the term appears:
us1, us2, us4}, i.e., “As a student, I want.... As a student, I want to
rint my grades.... As a student, I want to check my grades and contact
rofessors... ”. 

Lines 6–11 calculate the ambiguity score for each pair of terms. As-
ume the similarity score returned at line 7 when calling Cortical.io for
he pair ( student , professor ) is 0.34. The pair of contexts for those
erms is determined in line 10 as ({us1, us2}, {us3, us5}). In line 11,
he semantic similarity algorithm is launched on the pair of contexts;
ssume this results in a context similarity of 0.66. Finally, in line 12,
he ambiguity score is determined as (2 ⋅ 0 . 34 + 0 . 66)∕3 = 0 . 44 . 

. Visualizing requirements ambiguity and incompleteness 

Building on the framework of Table 1 , we design a novel require-
ents visualization technique for analysts to explore multiple view-
oints and to help them pinpoint possible terminological ambiguity
near-synonyms) and incompleteness. Our approach combines the NLP
echniques in Algorithm 1 with information visualization principles
28] that leverage human ability. 

The visualization is inspired by our previous work on the automated
xtraction of conceptual models from user story requirements: the Vi-
ual Narrator tool [27] . However, such a visualization proved to lead to
oo large models when the data set size increases, thereby creating an
bstacle for the analyst who needs to conduct a thorough analysis such
s the detection of ambiguities. 
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Fig. 1. Venn diagram visualization of three viewpoints and ambiguous terms. 
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Fig. 2. The 7 areas (A–G) of our visualization applied to three viewpoints. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To improve the situation, we visualize viewpoints via a Venn dia-
ram, which is suitable for displaying overlapping elements [29] . Fig. 1
rovides an example in which the terms used from three viewpoints (by
he stakeholders Administrator, User and Visitor ) are shown alongside
heir overlap. 

inding near-synonymy. The visualization highlights the possibly am-
iguous terms by applying Algorithm 1 . The background color of each
erm is set to represent the highest level of ambiguity that the term pos-
esses with respect to another term. This high-level overview can be
efined for more accurate results, as recommended by Shneiderman’s
etails-on-demand principle [28] . 

issing requirements and homonymy. Our approach helps an analyst ex-
lore the relationships between the terms used by multiple stakeholders.
he Venn diagram in Fig. 2 illustrates the 7 areas (A–G) that originate
rom the analysis of 3 viewpoints. 2 There are interesting areas for the
nalyst to examine: 

• All areas but E include the terms that are used either by one view-
point (A, C, G), or by two viewpoints out of three (B, D, F). These
are loci in which a missing requirement may be discovered: given a
term that appears in one of such areas, the analyst should analyze
if a requirement that refers to that term should be introduced for a
2 Using triangular shapes, it is possible to show six viewpoints on a 2D 

pace [30] . 

 

6 
viewpoint that is not covered by such area. In Fig. 1 , for example, the
term Plot appears only in the User viewpoint, but presumably also
the Administrator may have some requirements about this content
type. 

• Areas E, B, D, F contain terms that are shared by at least two view-
points. The instances of every term therein are in either a consensus
relation (no problem) or a conflict (possible homonymy) relation. It
is up to the analyst to determine which of these two relationships
occurs, based on an analysis of the user stories that contain those
terms. 
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Fig. 3. REVV-Light’s ambiguity filter: on the right-hand side, only terms that are part of a term pair with an ambiguity score above 0.4 are shown. 
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ilters. Our visualization comes with filters that can be applied to hide
nwanted items from the display: 

1. Viewpoint filter removes some viewpoints from the display, so that
the analyst can focus on the remaining ones. This helps when more
than three viewpoints exist, which is a common situation in practice
as; see the number of roles in the data sets of Table 4 later in this
article. 

2. Ambiguity filter shows a list of the elements within a given ambiguity
score range. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , this list can be used to help
examine the elements with high ambiguity score or to double check
those with low-medium score. 

etails-on-demand. These are features for retrieving additional details
hat are not visible through the main interface: 

• Association relationships are the actions that a term refers to in the
user stories. For example, in “As a user, I want to request a pass-
word reset ”, the association relationship of the term password re-

set is the verb request . When enabled, the association relationship
is shown as a small icon next to the term. Each association relation-
ship of a given term has a different color and is labelled with the
first character of the verb. Further details can be inspected by click-
ing on the icon, which opens a small pop-up window. Fig. 4 a shows
the association relationships for some terms, and provides details for
the verb request of term password reset . 

• Ambiguity inspection. The ambiguity that a term shares with other
terms can be inspected via a click. A boldface font is applied to the
term label and the background is set to white, while the color of
each other term is set to the ambiguity score shared with the selected
term. Fig. 4 b shows that the term profile page has high ambiguity
with both profile and page . 

• User stories. The user stories in which a term appears are shown in a
pop-up window by double clicking on that term. The detailed term is
given a black background, and other terms in those stories are given
a blue background. Fig. 4 c shows these details for the term access .

he REVV-Light Tool. The visualization we presented is implemented as
 proof-of-concept Web 2.0 tool that embeds the algorithm for ambiguity
etection of Section 3 . REVV-Light is built on the Bootstrap framework,
elies on the D3.js visualization library, and calls the REST API of cor-
ical.io to compute semantic similarity. The tool is open source 3 and a
emo deployment can be accessed online. 4 A screenshot of REVV-Light
n action on the CMS-Company data set [22] —a content management
ystem —is shown in Fig. 5 . 
3 https://github.com/RELabUU/revv-light . 
4 http://www.staff.science.uu.nl/dalpi001/revv-light/ . 
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d

7 
The figure focuses on three viewpoints: Editor is clearly visible, Sys-

em Administrator and Marketeer are only partially on the display, while
eveloper, Decision Maker and Channel Manager are deselected. The term
anguage Label is selected; Algorithm 1 indicates possible ambigui-
ies with Language (high level of ambiguity) and Environment Lan-

uage (medium level). 
REVV-Light is a fork of REVV, the tool described and studied in our

revious work [16] . The main differences are as follows: 

• We included a faster user story pre-processing engine that checks the
similarity between terms that appear in at least two different roles.
While this reduces the number of suggested ambiguity instances, it
significantly speeds up the pre-processing of the data sets; in our
experience with REVV, this could take up to one hour for a data set
with 100–150 terms; 

• The experience with multiple data sets showed that an excessive
number of term couples were marked as highly ambiguous . There-
fore, we lowered the thresholds for the low, medium, and high am-
biguity values. In REVV-Light, the low value is set to the [0,0.25)
interval instead of [0,0.35), medium is set to [0.25,0.35) instead of
[0.35,0.40), and high is set to [0.35,1] instead of [0.4,1]; 

• We removed some under-utilized functions from REVV such as the
cluster view and the concept state filter. The change was made with
the intention of simplifying the user experience. 

. Experiment: scoping, planning, and operation 

We describe the design of a quasi-experiment that studies the rel-
tive effectiveness of the REVV-Light tool compared to the use of a
anual inspection focused on ambiguity tagging. While the approach in

ection 4 supports both ambiguity and incompleteness, the experiment
nvestigates only terminological ambiguity. Some preliminary results on
ncompleteness can be found in our earlier work [16] . Our description
ollows the guidelines by Wohlin et al. [31] . 

.1. Goal definition and context selection 

Table 2 presents the goal of our evaluation and the context selec-
ion. Note that, while the main quality focus is to analyze the effect of
he treatments —pen-and-paper inspection vs. REVV-Light —on ambigu-
ty detection precision and recall, we intend to collect a rich set of data
hat enables a qualitative interpretation of the quantitative results. 

.2. Planning 

We detail how we planned for the experiment in line with the scope
efined in the previous section and reported in Table 2 . 

https://www.github.com/RELabUU/revv-light
http://www.staff.science.uu.nl/dalpi001/revv-light/
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Fig. 4. Illustration of details-on-demand. 

Fig. 5. The REVV-Light tool showing an excerpt of the CMS-Company data set. 

8 
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Table 2 

Goal definition for our quasi-experiment. 

Object of study We study two objects: i. The REVV-Light tool for identifying terminological ambiguity, and ii. a manual, 
pen-on-paper inspection of the requirements. 

Purpose Evaluate the relative effectiveness of REVV-Light compared to the pen-and-paper inspection. 
Perspective We take the point of view of RE researchers. 
Quality focus We study the precision and recall of each approach in detecting terminological ambiguity , i.e., the use of 

near-synonyms in a set of requirements. 
Context We involve 57 master’s students in Information Science from Utrecht University that participate in the 

Requirements Engineering course. The students are organized into 27 groups of 2 members and 1 group of 3. 
We conduct a blocked subject-object study, for we have two objects and multiple subjects per object. Our 
study should be considered a quasi-experiment: while we make extensive use of randomization, the 
composition of the groups is decided by the participants. 
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Table 3 

Excerpt of the random assignment of the student groups 
SG01–SG28, who provided data sets DS01–DS28, respec- 
tively, to the experimental task roles T1–T4. 

Data set ownership Experimental task roles 

Data set Data owner T1 T2 T3 T4 

DS01 SG01 SG09 SG10 SG18 SG06 
DS02 SG02 SG03 SG17 SG15 SG23 
... ... ... ... ... ... 
DS27 SG27 SG08 SG11 SG16 SG19 
DS28 SG28 SG02 SG19 SG06 SG26 
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.2.1. Context selection 

The experiment is conducted as part of the 2017–2018 edition of the
aster level course “Requirements Engineering ” held at Utrecht Uni-

ersity in the Netherlands. As such, the experiment is run off-line as op-
osed to being performed in the software industry. The tackled problem
s a real one, that is, the ability of identifying possible terminological
mbiguity in a set of requirements. 

.2.2. Hypothesis formulation 

The hypotheses of this experiment stem from the results of our pre-
ious research [16] . There, we formulated four hypotheses to assess
hether the REVV tool would exhibit higher precision and recall com-
ared to a manual inspection in terms of identified ambiguities and miss-
ng requirements. The study, which was based on a single data set, led
s to tentatively reject the hypotheses concerning precision, and to ten-
atively retain the hypotheses about recall. 

These preliminary answers led us to increasing the number of data
ets —to increase generality —and to focus only on terminological ambi-
uity in order to obtain more in-depth results, instead of conducting a
roader but less thorough study of multiple defect types. 

ypotheses. In a time-constrained ambiguity detection session, couples of

nalysts who use the REVV-Light tool obtain a significantly higher X com-

ared to couple of analysts using a pen-and-paper inspection , with X being
s follows: 

• precision in finding terminological ambiguities (H1); 
• recall in finding terminological ambiguities (H2). 

We use the information retrieval definition of precision and recall
32] , for ambiguity detection —due to the size of the search space, i.e.,
ll combinations of pairs of terms —can hardly be seen as a classification
rocess in which failing to identify an ambiguity amounts to stating
hat two terms are not ambiguous. Thus, given a set of tagged couples
f terms Tagged and a gold set of term couples GoldSet , precision and
ecall are defined as follows: 

 𝑟𝑒𝑐 = 

|𝐺 𝑜𝑙 𝑑𝑆𝑒𝑡 ∩ 𝑇 𝑎𝑔 𝑔 𝑒𝑑|

|𝑇 𝑎𝑔 𝑔 𝑒𝑑|
(1)

𝑒𝑐 = 

|𝐺 𝑜𝑙 𝑑𝑆𝑒𝑡 ∩ 𝑇 𝑎𝑔 𝑔 𝑒𝑑|

|𝐺 𝑜𝑙 𝑑𝑆𝑒𝑡 |
(2)

otes on the hypotheses. First, the time constraint for the ambiguity de-
ection sessions is set to better resemble real-life settings, in which re-
uirements analysts would generally devote short periods of time to de-
ecting ambiguity in their requirements. Second, we study couples of
nalysts instead of individual ones to investigate whether their collabo-
ation may lead to synergies. Third, we consider ambiguous verbs, am-
iguous atomic nouns, and ambiguous compound nouns only; thus, we
isregard adjectives, adverbs, and longer sentence chunks. 
9 
.2.3. Variables and subjects selection 

The independent variable is the treatment used: manual inspection
s. REVV-Light. The dependent variables are precision and recall. 

We selected subjects based on convenience: the subjects are the 57
tudents who participated in the 2017–2018 Requirements Engineer-
ng course in the period April 2018–June 2018. The subjects did self-
rganize into 28 groups (SG1–SG28): 27 groups of two students each, 1
roup of three students. 

.2.4. Experiment design and instrumentation 

The design of our experiment is illustrated by the BPMN diagram of
ig. 6 . In the following, we describe each step, and we report on the
nstruments that are chosen to conduct the experiment. 

Each student group played two main types of activities throughout
he process: 

• Research : after retrieving a data set and documenting it, they mod-
erated the inconsistency resolution session, organized the time-
constrained tagging (manual inspection and with REVV-Light) by
observing the participants and by conducting a follow-up interview,
and analyzed the results for their data set based on the four tagging
sessions. This role is labelled as data owner – DO in Fig. 6 . 

• Tagging terminological ambiguities identified in four different data
sets. First, each student group tagged two data sets without time
constraints (roles T1 and T2). Then, they participated in the time-
constrained sessions using manual inspection with one data set (role
T3), and using the REVV-Light tool with another data set (role T4). 

The data sets were assigned randomly by the lecturer with the con-
traint that each student group would analyze any one data set at most
nce when playing roles T1, T2, T3, and T4. Table 3 shows an excerpt
f the assignment. The lecturer is the first author of this paper. 

ata set search. Each of the groups was given 2 weeks to retrieve a
eal-world data set including at least 50 user stories, prepare a 1-page
escription of the context, and obtain additional materials such as test
ases or user guides, if available. Preference should be given to publicly
vailable or publishable data sets. As soon as a group had identified a
ata set, the lecturer of the course was contacted in order to get the data
et approved and to avoid duplicates. An overview of the collected data
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Fig. 6. BPMN diagram of the experimental protocol for one data set. The following labels denote the roles the student groups play: DO is the data owner, i.e., the 
group who retrieved the user stories; T1 and T2 are the groups who independently tagged the data set without time constraints; T3 is the group that did the manual, 
time-constrained tagging; T4 is the group that did the time-constrained tagging with REVV-Light. For readability, only output data flows are shown. 

Table 4 

Overview of the 28 data sets (in total, 2067 user stories). 

ID Acronym Description Size Roles Terms Public 

DS01 ElectronicCorp Performance reporting for a multinational electronics company 66 22 145 
DS02 FederalSpending Online platform for delivering transparent information on US governmental spending 98 11 118 ✓
DS03 Loudoun Electronic land management system for the Loudoun County, Virginia 58 8 107 ✓
DS04 Recycling An online platform to support waste recycling 51 11 86 ✓
DS05 Openspending Website for create a transparent overview of governmental expenses 53 7 85 ✓
DS06 BeerApp App for managing machinery in a large beer brewery 62 3 85 
DS07 EnergyCorp App for supporting the switch from one energy provider to another 60 21 118 
DS08 FrictionLess Platform for obtaining insights from data 66 10 69 ✓
DS09 Students Business rules management for student financing 85 4 88 
DS10 ScrumAlliance First version of the Scrum Alliance Website 97 15 115 ✓
DS11 NSF New version of the NSF website: redesign and content discovery 73 21 115 ✓
DS12 CamperPlus App for camp administrators and parents 55 4 56 ✓
DS13 PlanningPoker First version of the PlanningPoker.com website 53 6 53 ✓
DS14 DataHub Platform to find, share and publish data online 67 8 63 ✓
DS15 Fleet Reporting tool for fleet management 58 10 75 
DS16 MIS Management information system for Duke University 68 13 132 ✓
DS17 CASK Simplified toolbox to enable fast and easy development with Hadoop 64 9 67 ✓
DS18 NeuroHub Research data management portal for the universities of Oxford, Reading and Southampton 102 10 119 ✓
DS19 Alfred Personal interactive assistant for independent living and active aging 138 6 126 ✓
DS20 CyberSec Cybersecurity and vulnerability management platform 56 8 80 
DS21 BADCamp Conference registration and management platform 69 9 106 ✓
DS22 RDA-DMP Software for machine-actionable data management plans 83 27 115 ✓
DS23 Archivesspace Web-based archiving information system 57 12 72 ✓
DS24 UniBath Institutional data repository for the University of Bath 53 11 89 ✓
DS25 Duraspace Repository for different types of digital content 100 3 88 ✓
DS26 RACDAM Software for archivists 100 5 117 ✓
DS27 CULRepo Digital content management system for Cornell University 115 19 173 ✓
DS28 Zooniverse Citizen science platform that allows anyone to help in research tasks 60 3 82 ✓

s  

s  

d

M  

u  

a  

g  

i  

t  

n  

a

ets is presented in Table 4 . Overall, the 28 data sets include 2067 user
tories. We turned the 22 data sets that are not confidential into a public
ata set on Mendeley Data [33] . 

anual tagging. When playing roles T1 and T2, each group had to man-
ally tag the ambiguities found in two data sets assigned by the lecturer
10 
ccording to the scheme shown in Table 3 . The student groups were
iven one week to perform such task, and possessed a copy of the auxil-
ary material collected by the data set owner. As stated in Section 5.2.2 ,
he focus was on identifying ambiguous verbs as well as ambiguous
ouns. Besides listing the identified ambiguities, each group provided
rguments for marking a couple of terms as an ambiguity. 
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nconsistency resolution. The lecturer sent the results of the first tagging
o the data set owner. For example, as per Table 3 , the reports of SG09
nd SG10 (playing roles T1 and T2 for data set DS01) were sent back
o the data owner SG01. Then, the data set owner organized a session,
ogether with the groups playing T1 and T2 for that data set, intended to
esolve inconsistencies in the tagging. The lecturer instructed the groups
o follow a protocol in which the taggers would try to resolve discrep-
ncies based on their own arguments, and the data set owner would in-
ervene only when an agreement cannot be found. This activity results
n the first version of the gold set. 

reatments comparison. The preliminary manual tagging activities de-
cribed so far aim to incrementally construct a reliable gold set, and
re followed by the controlled quasi-experiment itself. The process in
ig. 6 forks: the upper flow involves a group, playing role T3, that per-
orms manual tagging; the lower flow involves a group, playing role T4,
hat is assisted by REVV-Light. 

Some activities are common to both flows. First, the data set owner
ives a short introduction of the data set, either orally or through a short
ritten description. Then, the actual tagging session takes place, and

asts for 30 min with the data set owner acting as an observer. Finally, an
nterview takes place in which the taggers provide their opinion on the
xercise, the sentiment toward the employed method, and the strategy
sed to conduct the tagging. 

The main differences between the treatments concern the instrumen-
ation: 

• Manual inspection (T3): the group members are given two printed
copies of the user story collection, two markers with different colors,
two pens with different colors, and one notebook with a mouse. 

• REVV-Light (T4): the group members are given an instance of REVV-
Light pre-configured with the user story collection running on a note-
book connected to a 22-inch screen, and a mouse. 

The taggers are left free to decide how to collaborate to identify am-
iguities, and all the students were requested to familiarize with the
ool prior to the experiment. All tagging sessions are conducted in sim-
lar rooms reserved and prepared by the lecturer. 

nalysis of the results. The data set owner takes as input the first gold
tandard, the tagged ambiguities by the groups playing T3 and T4, and
onsolidates the results into the final version of the gold standard that is
sed in this paper to calculate precision and recall. Moreover, the data
et owner delivers also a report to the lecturer that includes qualitative
otes taken from the observations and from the interviews. 

.2.5. Validity evaluation 

We discuss the main threats to validity by explaining their possible
ffect as well as how we attempted to mitigate them. 

nternal. One important threat concerns maturation, for the subjects
ad significantly more expertise with manual inspection than with the
EVV-Light tool. Indeed, each group performed manual tagging twice
rior to the actual experiment playing the roles T1 and T2. Furthermore,
nstrumentation threats exist because we did not fully control the setting
n which the experiments were conducted; the data set owner group was
ree to decide how the groups playing roles T3 and T4 would report the
dentified ambiguities: orally, on a spreadsheet, pen on paper. 

xternal. The setting in which manual inspection is compared against
EVV-Light is not representative of real settings. Although we tried to
mulate the lack of time for ambiguity detection by defining a short
ession, it is more likely that ambiguity is identified incrementally in
ractice. 
11 
onclusion. Despite the many data sets (28), we have low statistical
ower for each individual data set, for only one team used a particular
ime-constrained approach on that specific data set. The reliability of
easures is a difficult aspect: the notions of terminological ambiguity

nd near-synonyms were explained in the lectures and in the task as-
ignment, yet different interpretations are very likely to exist. A threat
f random heterogeneity exists: although all the students are master’s
tudents in information science, their skills and commitment vary. The
andom assignment is likely to mitigate the threat, but it does not re-
ove it altogether. 

onstruct. The REVV-Light tool was not explained extensively and the
xperience with the tool was not tested prior to the experiment. Sim-
larly, our definitions of terminological ambiguity depend on whether
he participants find that two terms are possible synonyms, but this may
epend on the domain, on the experience of the participant, and on her
nglish language proficiency. This threat is partially mitigated by rely-
ng on groups of two students, but it still exists. Furthermore, all groups
ave used both approaches on different data sets: it is possible that their
trategy for tagging cannot therefore be fully ascribed to a single treat-
ent. Evaluation apprehension is a minor threat: the tagging activity
as not graded, but this is still part of a course assignment, and this may
ave influenced the performance of some participants. Finally, some
mall changes were applied to make the data sets adequately processed
y the tools; see Section 5.3 for details. 

.3. Operation 

The experimental process of Fig. 6 was executed between April 23,
018 and June 24, 2018. During that period, the 57 participants were
aking part in the Requirements Engineering course. They were not
ade aware of being part of an experiment until they adopted the roles
3 and T4. Although the hypotheses were not revealed, they could be
asily deduced from the fact that the lecturer is one of the authors of
he REVV approach. 

Every major step of the process was reported by the students as a
raded assignment. The data set search lasted from April 23 to May 10,
nd resulted in a report on the data set, background information, addi-
ional documentation like test cases or a glossary, and an explanation
f why the data set would be interesting. For the preliminary manual
agging (roles T1 and T2), the students were given one week: May 11
o May 18. Each group reported the tagging conducted on the data sets
t received from the lecturer —thus, not its own data set. The incon-
istency resolution took place from May 21 to June 4, and the students
ere responsible for arranging the session. The corresponding report de-

cribed the first gold set and elaborated the rationale for the decisions.
he manual inspection vs. REVV-Light experiment took place from June
 to June 24. The rooms and the schedule were arranged by the lecturer
nd the 56 sessions took place from June 11 to June 18, with one ex-
eption on June 21. The report, written from the perspective of the data
et owner, included the ambiguities found by the groups playing roles
3 and T4, the final gold set, observations on the experiments and notes
bout the conducted interviews, and a reflection on the entire project
nd ambiguity in RE. 

inor data set changes. Prior to the tagging sessions with the groups
laying T3 and T4, some syntactic changes have been made to the orig-
nal data sets to make the user stories automatically analyzable by the
isual Narrator tool. The students were instructed to avoid modifica-

ions that may alter the semantics of a user story, introduce or mitigate
mbiguity. Some examples of the changes: i. spelling mistakes and typos
ere corrected (e.g., in DS01 and DS04); ii. the “I want to ” indicator was

ntroduced to replace “I want ” (for example, in DS04, “I want the web-
ite to be easy to use ” became “I want to have an easy-to-use website ”;
ii. the ends indicator was rephrased to “so that ” followed by a noun
r a pronoun (e.g., in DS07, “...to comply to legislation ” becomes “...so
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hat I comply to legislation ”; iv. some user stories that included multiple
unctions were split such as, in DS16: “As a collection curator, I want
o be able to set a date after which data will expire and be deleted or
idden then deleted. I would like the scheduled records deletion date to
e displayed on the item and and component pages ”. 

ggregation of roles. A more significant modification regards the num-
er of roles. When possible, the students were encouraged to merge some
oles, especially when the user stories included 15+ roles and when
oo few user stories belonged to a specific role. Some roles were re-
amed due to a bug of the Visual Narrator, which does not support long
ole names; for example, “someone working on the NSF project ” was re-
amed to “NSF employee ” (DS11), while “collection curator housed in
he Protected Data Network ” became “collection curator ” (DS16). Some
ser stories contained multiple roles, e.g., “As a user/administrator ”;
n those cases, sometimes only one role was kept (DS11), or they were
ephrased, e.g., “Librarian/member of the library staff” became “Library
taff member ” (DS27). 

. Experimental results 

We present the quantitative and qualitative results for the conducted
xperiment. The interpretation is left to the following section. 

The qualitative tagging was done in NVIVO 12 Professional starting
rom the assignments that the students delivered after the experiment.
he identified ambiguities were re-coded into an Excel spreadsheet
34] and the measurements of precision and recall were re-calculated
y the authors of this paper using the Excel Data Analysis add-in, and
elying on SPSS 24 for executing Levene’s test for the homogeneity as-
umption when comparing groups of different size. 

.1. Quantitative results 

We extracted the ambiguous terms, their corresponding part of
peech tag (noun, noun phrase, verb, verb phrase), and the final gold
et from the reports of the groups. For each data set, we identify true
ositives (TP), false positives (FP), and false negatives (FN). True nega-
ives are ignored given that we evaluate precision recall in information
etrieval terms. Eqs. (1) and (2) are reformulated in terms of TP, FP, and
N by Eqs. (3) and (4) : 

 𝑟𝑒𝑐 = 

|𝑇 𝑃 |

|𝑇 𝑃 + 𝐹 𝑃 |
(3)

𝑒𝑐 = 

|𝑇 𝑃 |

|𝑇 𝑃 + 𝐹 𝑁|
(4)

We do not calculate the F-score because, for the terminological am-
iguity identification task, we have no evidence that allows us to quan-
ify the relative importance of precision and recall. As such, we cannot
etermine an appropriate value for the 𝛽 variable to allow us to use a
eaningful F 𝛽 [35] . 

Table 5 reports the macro-averages (AVG) and the standard devia-
ion (SD) of these measurements for i. nouns, noun phrases, verbs, and
Table 5 

Overview of the macro-averages of the experiment, and results of the 
t -test. 

Measure Manual REVV-Light t -test 

AVG SD AVG SD t (54) p 

All Prec 0.60 0.24 0.51 0.24 1.54 0.13 
Rec 0.37 0.19 0.25 0.16 2.53 0.01 ∗∗ 

N & NP Prec 0.54 0.42 0.45 0.32 0.95 0.35 
Rec 0.27 0.26 0.26 0.23 0.15 0.88 

V & VP Prec 0.44 0.33 0.46 0.41 −0 . 25 0.80 
Rec 0.39 0.33 0.24 0.30 1.87 0.07 

∗ ∗ p < 0.05 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12 
erb phrases (All), ii. only for noun and noun phrases (N & NP), iii. only
or verb and verb phrases (V & VP). The macro-averages are computed
y independently calculating the values for each data set first, then tak-
ng averages of these values, hence treating each data set the same re-
ardless of the number of identified ambiguities or the user stories in
he data set. 

The results presented in Table 5 trivially reject our hypotheses stated
n Section 5.2.2 ; the couple analysts who use REVV-Light tool outper-
orms the analysts using pen and paper (manual) only in one case in
hich they identify ambiguous terms that are verbs or verb phrases. It

s clear from the data that REVV-Light does not yield to significantly
igher results in precision and recall. 

Next, we test the hypothesis that there is no difference in the aver-
ge results for the manual and REVV-Light tool approaches using t -tests.
he results show statistical significance with the manual inspection out-
erforming REVV-Light in the overall recall with p < 0.05. 

.2. Qualitative results 

We organize the qualitative findings from the experiment according
o three main aspects: i. the tagging strategy employed by the taggers
 Section 6.2.1 ); ii. the main obstacles that were encountered with each
reatment ( Section 6.2.2 ); and iii. the sentiment toward the REVV-Light
ool ( Section 6.2.3 ). 

.2.1. Tagging strategy 

anual inspection. We could identify three main strategies that the par-
icipants employed in the manual inspection, i.e., when playing role T3:

• Redundant tagging : both group members worked individually, and
discussed the ambiguities after their identification. This was the pre-
dominant strategy and we could observe three variants: i. discussion
of the results at a pre-defined time instant such as 20 min after start-
ing the tagging (12 groups); ii. discussing the results at certain inter-
vals (2 groups); and iii. discussing every ambiguity as soon as it was
identified (4 groups). 

• Splitting the data set : each group member focused on non-overlapping
tasks, either by splitting nouns and verbs (2 groups) or by analyzing
the data set in orthogonal directions (from the top and the bottom,
2 groups). 

• Collaboration : the group members examined together the same user
stories (2 groups), i.e., did not split the task. 

The strategy for three groups could not be clearly deduced from the
bservations in the student reports, although the notes seem to indicate
edundant tagging. For one group, only one participant could attend the
ession. 

EVV-Light. The observations concerning the tool treatment indicate
ifferent non-orthogonal ways for using REVV-Light when playing role
4: 

• At least 13 groups used explicitly the ambiguity score to guide their
inspection process, either looking at the colors of the circles (10
groups) or removing terms using the ambiguity filter (3 groups). At
least three groups, on the other hand, deliberately chose to ignore
that information. 

• At least 8 groups made use of the associations to identify possible
terminological ambiguities concerning verbs. 

• At least 7 groups spent some time playing with the set of visible roles
and trying to identifying an ideal combination that they deemed op-
timal for identifying ambiguities. 

• Concerning the number of roles that were displayed concurrently, we
can observe three strategies: working with a handful of roles at a time
(4 groups), showing all stakeholders (3 groups), and progressively
deselecting a role after all its terms were studied for ambiguity (4
groups). 
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• At least three groups explicitly examined in detail an ambiguity by
reading carefully the associated user stories. 

• At least three groups used also a printed copy of the user stories, first
looking a the printouts, and using REVV-Light as an additional tool.

.2.2. Obstacles 

A number of difficulties were observed and reported concerning the
onduction of the experiment with either treatment. 

earch space size. The vastness of the search space —quadratic with the
umber of terms —was reported as a significant obstacle with both ap-
roaches. The lack of a holistic visualization of the data set was an is-
ue for at least 7 groups doing the manual inspection (T3). At least 10
roups indicated that a digital search function (CTRL + F) would have
een greatly beneficial. Also the groups using the tool (T4) experienced
ome issues; in particular, they would have liked to see a list of user
tories (6 groups), and have user story identifiers (2 groups). 

omain knowledge. This was another key obstacle. 3 groups conducting
anual inspection and 4 groups using REVV-Light stated that the lack

f domain knowledge makes it hard to assess whether an ambiguity is
enuine. The use of a dictionary, which was hardly possible due to time
onstraints, was mentioned as a limitation by a few groups: 2 groups
laying T3 and 1 group playing T4. 

ime pressure. The short duration of the experiment led inevitably to
ime pressure. 5 groups doing the manual inspection and 2 groups using
EVV-Light groups mentioned this obstacle explicitly stating that some
mbiguities may have been missed out or that the discussion on some
agged ambiguities could have been extended. 

erformance issues of the tool. A recurring problem with the REVV-Light
ool concerned its performance; the use of web animations and the heavy
eliance on Javascript made the loading of the terms and their coloring
low (7 groups). The observations indicate that the speed depends on
aptop, browser, and number of roles and terms. Furthermore, the in-
roduction of hotkeys was found necessary by one group to overcome
he necessity of clicking the reset button on the top-right of the screen
n order to restore the visualization to the default ambiguity coloring. 

ool bugs. REVV-Light is a proof-of-concept tool and, unsurprisingly,
ome bugs were identified as an obstacle by the participants. A recur-
ing issue, explicitly reported by three groups is that the tool assigns
olors to potential ambiguities, but the visualization is perceived by the
sers as real ambiguities. This is not a bug per se —Algorithm 1 is a
euristic —but creates unrealistic expectations in the users. An easier-
o-fix bug is that some terms are shown outside the role containers (2
roups). Additional bugs reported by a single group are the difficulty
f handling abbreviations, the omission of some terms when many roles
re visualized, the inability to properly highlight some compound nouns
n the user stories, and the effects of stemming on the comprehensibility
f some terms (e.g., data becomes datum ). 

.2.3. Sentiment 

The interviewed participants reported a range of sentiment types to-
ard REVV-Light as an instrument to identify terminological ambiguity.

ositive. Two groups found the tool useful when the requirements data
et is large, and one group highlighted that the tool’s main benefit is
hat it enables the analyst to not read all the user stories. The members
f one interviewed group found the tool intuitive and declared their
ntention to use it. Three groups expressed a generic positive impression
bout the tool. Finally, one group appreciated the ability of the tool to
xtract and pinpoint the verbs, which can be quickly scanned to identify
mbiguities. 
13 
ixed. Some participants expressed mixed feelings about the tool be-
ause of two causes: i. the tool is an interesting concept but it is not
ufficient to detect all ambiguities efficiently: it should rather be seen as
omplementary to manual tagging (5 groups); ii. REVV-Light is prototyp-
cal but it would become the preferred option had it higher performance
nd precision (3 groups). 

egative. Several participants stated mostly negative feelings about
EVV-Light, and either challenged the effectiveness of the approach

tself, or pointed out technological issues, as shown in Section 6.2.2 .
he major conceptual criticism, pointed out by two groups, is that the
ool creates a tunnel vision that pushes people to focus on the col-
rs and words without considering the context in which they occur. A
eneric preference for manual tagging was mentioned six times. The
ajor technological concern relates to the limited precision of the NLP

lgorithms (5 groups), often due to the low recall. Only two groups men-
ioned explicitly that the low performance leads to low satisfaction, but
ection 6.2.2 shows that this aspect was a problem. Finally, one group
ound the tool too difficult to use. 

. Interpretation and discussion 

The quantitative results clearly reject our hypotheses H1 and H2:
he REVV-Light tool does not lead to significantly higher precision and
ecall than a manual inspection in identifying terminological ambiguity.
evertheless, the qualitative results from Section 6.2 can be used to

nterpret the raw numbers. We organize our analysis of the results into
our main categories. 

mbiguity tagging is time consuming. Time pressure was explicitly men-
ioned as a challenge by a few groups who participated in the ex-
eriment, as shown in Section 6.2.2 . Furthermore, only a few taggers
hought their tagging was complete, and most reports conclude that the
nal gold standard is incomplete. As a comparison, the participants play-

ng roles T1 and T2 spent roughly 2–3 h on each data set. These insights
onfirm conventional wisdom in the RE practice; ambiguity detection is
ot a common activity due to the high cost and the uncertain return on
nvestment. A possible solution is to use interactive tools that identify
efects on-the-fly during requirements authoring [36] . 

ecognizing true ambiguities in RE. It is difficult to execute a reliable in-
estigation of the effectiveness of an approach for ambiguity tagging in
E. First, the search space is vast, for one would have to compare each
ossible couple of terms in the data set. Second, domain knowledge is
ssential to pinpoint true ambiguities, but assuming that all team mem-
ers have perfect knowledge is an unlikely-to-hold assumption. Third,
hile the notion of ambiguity is well defined in linguistics, one would
ctually want to identify only ambiguities that have an impact on the RE
rocess or in later software development phases. These difficulties are
learly evidenced by the ambiguities tagged by the participants: out of
ver 1032 ambiguities, only 2 are shared by the groups playing T1, T2,
3, and T4 for the same data set. The challenge is also confirmed when
omputing Fleiss’ Kappa, which indicates a poor agreement between the
our raters ( 𝑘 = −0 . 205 , p ≤ 0.001). 

xperience matters. The student reports concerning the execution of the
xperiment evidenced that some participants had a different level of
xperience with manual tagging and with REVV-Light. As already com-
ented in the validity evaluation in Section 5.2.5 , the taggers gained ex-
erience with manual inspection when playing roles T1 and T2. On the
ther hand, the participants had limited experience with the REVV-Light
ool. This observation was confirmed by the reports: at least 8 groups
xhibited little to no experience, and were unaware of basic functional-
ty such as the possibility to visualize the user stories in which a term
ccurs. 
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Table 6 

T -test for the equality of means between low experienced groups and 
the others. 

Measure Low Exp. Others t -test 

AVG SD AVG SD t (26) p 

All Prec 0.45 0.22 0.53 0.25 − 0.85 0.41 
Recall 0.21 0.12 0.27 0.18 − 0.96 0.35 

N & NP Prec 0.37 0.27 0.49 0.34 − 0.97 0.34 
Recall 0.20 0.19 0.30 0.25 − 1.07 0.29 

V & VP Prec 0.24 0.37 0.59 0.39 − 2.34 0.03 ∗∗ 

Recall 0.22 0.36 0.25 0.27 − 0.22 0.82 

∗ ∗ p ≤ 0.05 
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Thus, we decided to conduct an additional t -test that compares the
 groups with low demonstrated experience with REVV-Light with the
ther 20 groups. Due to the uneven size of the groups, we first ran Lev-
ne’s test to assess the normality of variances [37] ; normality was con-
rmed, and we could therefore execute the t -test assuming equal vari-
nce. The results are shown in Table 6 , and they indicate that the teams
ith higher experience consistently obtained higher precision and recall

n all cases: overall, for nouns and noun phrases, and for verbs and verb
hrases. However, statistical significance is obtained ( p ≤ 0.05) only for
he precision of verb and verb phrases. 

The difference concerning the V & VP class prompted us to consider
nother observation made in Section 6.2.1 : at least 8 groups explicitly
ade use of the associations to identify possible ambiguities concerning

erbs. We tested for equality of means the groups who used associations
nd the others —we could, again, assume equal variance after running
evene’s test —and this led to the results shown in Table 7 . The t -test
or A vs. O shows a significant difference in precision and recall for the
lass V & VP. This seems to indicate that using the association filters
ignificantly improves the performance of analysts who use REVV-Light
ompared to those who use the tool but do not use such function. We
urther tested how the groups using the association filter would compare
o the groups doing manual inspection. The t -test for A vs. M highlights
 statistically significant difference only in the precision. 

ynergies between the treatments. In absolute terms, none of the treat-
ents obtained excellent results; in particular, when we consider recall,

he manual inspection achieved an average of 0.37, while REVV-Light
btained an average of 0.25. The precision results are a bit higher: 0.60
or the manual inspection, and 0.51 for REVV-Light. The qualitative ob-
ervations denote, however, fundamental differences: while REVV-Light
reates a tunnel view that hides the context in which the terms occur
but creates an overview of the terms!), the manual inspection suffers
rom the opposite problem, as the tagger is confronted with the entire
earch space and has no overview of the data set. These properties sug-
est that an improved tool for tagging terminological ambiguity should
ombine the strengths of both approaches. The participants suggested,
or example, that REVV-Light could be improved with a visualization of
ll the user stories on a side of the screen, or that the terms suggested by
lgorithm 1 could be visualized directly on the list of user stories. This

s a research direction that we intend to follow, with the overall aim to
onduct research that has a positive impact on the RE practice. 

. Related work 

mbiguity in RE. Several studies on ambiguity in RE have been con-
ucted over the past twenty years. The seminal contribution of Berry and
amsties [1] provides an authoritative overview of the main categories
f ambiguity and their relevant for RE, including lexical —investigated
n this paper —, syntactic or structural, semantic, and pragmatic. Their
ork has the merit of bringing theories from linguistics to the RE field.
ince then, researchers have proposed numerous approaches to cope
ith different types of ambiguity. 
14 
Tjong et al. [38] built an ambiguity-detection tool called SREE:
he Systemized Requirements Engineering Environment. SREE aims to
chieve 100% recall in the identification of weak terms based on a dic-
ionary of such terms. We focus also on lexical ambiguity; however, we
nvestigate a different kind for we focus on near-synonyms, and our ap-
roach does not make use of a dictionary. 

Several authors focused on syntactic or semantic ambiguity. Willis
nd colleagues [39] introduced the notion of nocuous ambiguity as
pposed to harmless ambiguity, and propose an automated approach
or identifying coordination ambiguities. Yang and colleagues stud-
ed anaphoric ambiguity: the use of pronouns such as it , them and
heir [40] . They built a classifier that identifies instances of anaphoric
mbiguity and tries to predict whether the referenced noun is unclear,
.e., if the anaphora is nocuous. 

Kiyavitskaya et al. [41] conduct a meta-study that results in a set
f requirements for an effective ambiguity detection tool. They propose
 two-step approach that combines two tools: the first tool is used to
dentify potentially ambiguous sentences in a requirements specifica-
ion, while the second tool would show what is potentially ambiguous
bout each of the sentences identified by the first tool. To the best of
ur knowledge, there are no full implementations of such a concept. Our
ool has a less ambitious aim. 

Ferrari et al. [42] studied the notion of pragmatic ambiguity that
epends on the background of the reader. They present a method that,
iven a graph model of the domain, provides the different interpreta-
ions of a requirement according to such graph model, and compares
he interpretations. The extraction of a domain knowledge graph from
omain documents could be used to enrich our ambiguity score algo-
ithm, which uses a domain-independent corpus. 

nfoVis for RE. The systematic literature review by Abad et al. [43] clas-
ifies existing approaches in requirements engineering visualization
long the RE activities they support, the involved stakeholders, and
he focus on the problem or solution domain. The review organizes
he existing papers into the following categories: requirements evolu-
ion, requirements communication, requirements inspection, require-
ents planning, and non-functional requirements. According to Abad’s

ramework, our work supports the requirements verification activity, it fo-
uses on the problem domain by analyzing the stakeholders’ needs, and
t is intended for decision makers . 

Among the existing visualization approaches, a similar approach to
urs is taken by Savio et al. [44] , who propose a 3D pyramidal visual-
zation in which each face of the pyramid represents one stakeholder,
nd the pyramid is sliced along the z-axis to denote different levels of
efinement of the requirements. However, their approach does not focus
n terminological ambiguity. 

Reddivari et al. [45] ’s RecVisu+ tool organizes requirements graph-
cally into clusters based on their similarity, it includes an algorithm for
utomated cluster label generation, and it supports manipulating the
equirements during their elaboration. Besides the different purpose, it
s interesting to observe that our work takes an orthogonal approach:
he atomic elements in REVV-Light are the terms instead of the require-
ents, and the analyst can then inspect the corresponding requirements

y requesting details, as shown in Fig. 4 c. 
Other researchers propose different uses of information visualiza-

ion in RE. Duarte et al. [46] discuss how to use multiple visualization
echniques —including motion charts, treemaps, tag clouds, and fusion
harts —to involve stakeholders during requirements elicitation. Agar-
al and colleagues visualize the results of theme-based release planning

n terms of clustering techniques [47] . Wnuk et al. [48] tackle the prob-
em of visualizing large-scale requirements using feature survival charts
FSC+), and apply the technique to a large company with thousands of
eatures. 

In our previous work [49] , we proposed a cluster-based visualiza-
ion of the terms extracted from user story requirements. Differently,
EVV-Light does not aggregate the terms via clustering, but rather
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Table 7 

T -test for the equality of means between the groups that used REVV-Light with and without paying 
attention to the associations (A vs O), and between the groups using REVV-Light paying attention to 
the associations and the groups doing manual inspection (A vs M). 

Measure REVV-Light Manual t -tests 

Assoc Others A vs O A vs M 

AVG SD AVG SD AVG SD t (26) p t (26) p 

All Prec 0.57 0.29 0.48 0.22 0.60 0.24 0.81 0.42 0.39 0.70 
Rec 0.28 0.15 0.23 0.17 0.37 0.19 0.70 0.49 1.16 0.25 

N & NP Prec 0.50 0.36 0.43 0.30 0.54 0.42 0.55 0.59 0.25 0.80 
Rec 0.20 0.11 0.28 0.26 0.27 0.26 0.83 0.42 0.71 0.49 

V & VP Prec 0.81 0.26 0.32 0.38 0.33 0.33 3.30 0.003 a 2.96 0.006 a 

Rec 0.46 0.32 0.15 0.24 0.39 0.33 2.84 0.009 a 0.51 0.61 

a p < 0.01 
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rganizes them according to viewpoints, with ambiguity detection al-
orithms support the identification of possible defects. Finally, we pro-
osed also the Interactive Narrator [50] as a default visualization in-
erface for the Visual Narrator’s output. That tool is inspired by Shnei-
erman’s information visualization guidelines [28] , e.g., overview-first,
etails-on-demand and filtering; however, REVV-Light adds explicit sup-
ort for ambiguity identification and a role-centered organization of the
xtracted terms. 

. Conclusions and future work 

This paper presented an extensive account on REVV-Light, an open
ource Web 2.0 tool that combines information visualization and natural
anguage processing in order to help requirements analysts pinpoint ter-
inological ambiguity that stems from the occurrence of near-synonyms

n user story requirements. 
In addition to describing the concept of the tool-based approach,

e reported on an experiment in which 57 students organized into 28
roups assessed the precision and recall of REVV-Light versus a manual
nspection based on pen and paper. The results reject the hypotheses that
he current version of REVV-Light outperforms the manual inspection in
erms of precision and recall. 

More generally, the results show how difficult it is with either ap-
roach to obtain high precision and recall. As discussed in Section 7 ,
. low recall can be ascribed to the size of the search space, which is
uadratic with the number of terms that occur in the user stories; and
i. low precision is probably due to the difficulty in establishing if two
erms are near-synonyms, and whether their near-synonymy may lead
o different interpretations of the requirements. 

The qualitative observations gathered during the experiments pro-
ided rich insights that enable a better interpretation of the quantita-
ive results. Our findings confirm that tagging ambiguities is a time-
onsuming activity that can be justified only by an adequate return on
nvestment; the latter depends on the impact of the ambiguities in the
ollowing software development phases, which is hard to predict. More-
ver, we could assess how experience in ambiguity tagging is a deter-
inant factor in obtaining high precision and recall. This was visible in

he experiment: the groups leveraged their prior experience with man-
al inspection and were able to use more efficiently the thirty minutes
t hand. 

The different pros and cons of the two tested approaches lead us to
he hypothesis that a synergy between both approaches may be benefi-
ial, by combining the ability to navigate through the context of ambi-
uity (the user stories themselves) with the overview that a visualization
echnique can provide, e.g., that inspired by Venn diagrams. 

A major research direction concerns the design, development, and
xperimentation of such concept that combines REVV-Light and man-
al inspection. To obtain better results concerning the suggested am-
iguities, we shall consider going beyond domain-independent corpora
nd using domain-specific information, in line with existing proposals
15 
rom the literature [42] . We hypothesize, thus, that the use of domain
nowledge —either embedded an automated tool or possessed by man-
al taggers —may lead to significantly higher precision. 

The visualization technique needs to be improved to avoid the
unnel vision that was mentioned by the experiment participants in
ection 6.2.3 . Although we made it explicit to the participants that
EVV-Light suggests potential ambiguities, the main effects were that

. some participants were induced to accept those suggestions as gen-
ine ambiguities, and ii. other participants did not consider any terms
hat were not suggested by the tool. 

The experimentation made it obvious that even proof-of-concept
ools require a sufficient level of maturity; bugs reduce the potential
f the tool and create negative sentiment in the users. Bugs and low us-
bility of the tool led to frustration situations, which are likely to have
indered the performance of the participants. This issue is likely to affect
ractitioners in real projects too. 

Future studies should extend the notion of nocuous ambiguity
39] toward those cases of ambiguity that are likely to have an impact
n the following stages of the development process. While the research
ommunity will inevitably deliver new techniques and tools thanks to
he increasingly lower barriers to access advanced NLP tooling, it is es-
ential to obtain evidence that fighting ambiguity is necessary and leads
o demonstrable benefits. 
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